USER INTERFACE FOR THE ORACLE DIGITAL ASSISTANT
Contact your sales manager for more information on Fishbowl’s UI for ODA or visit www.fishbowlsolutions.com.

User Interface for the
Oracle Digital Assistant
Browser-compatible web SDK to
create engaging interfaces.
Fishbowl Solutions can help you create the best user
experience for your Oracle Digital Assistant
Oracle’s Digital Assistant is an industry-leading platform to create
conversational experiences to drive business processes. The Oracle
Digital Assistant (ODA) comes packed with features to initiate dialogue
and answer questions to help the user get to the information they need.
This is made possible through multi-purpose skills to help users check
on sales orders within an ERP system, view their PTO balance from an
HCM system, or even track their order from an online retailer. Although
all these types of interactions are made possible by ODA, through nocode development and the ability to import already-established FAQs,
one of the most important components of the conversational
experience is the user interface or UI. Fishbowl Solutions offers a
ready-made UI for ODA that not only enhances and eases the
conversation, but also can be extended to virtually any ODA use case.

User Interface for any Browser, as well as Windows,
IOS, and Android Mobile Devices

Figure 1: Initiate chat view.

Figure 2: Free chat
initiation.

Figure 3: Dashboard view.

Figure 4: Mobile view.

Fishbowl’s UI for ODA is a browser-compatible web SDK (standard
development kit) that can be leveraged for the overall conversational
design of your company’s digital assistant for websites and mobile
devices. Your company’s brand color palette can easily be
incorporated. With its out-of-the-box capabilities, your organization will
shorten the overall time to value for your digital assistant
implementation.

Features to Extend the Capabilities of the Oracle
Digital Assistant
Fishbowl Solutions’ user interface for ODA comes loaded with these
purpose-built features:


Navigation menu



Card mode or classic mode



Configurable dashboard



Hover over tool tips



Highlight past selection



Breadcrumbs

Contact Info
For more information on Fishbowl Solutions or to schedule a
solution briefing, call +1.952.465.3400, visit
www.fishbowlsolutions.com or send an email to
cmsales@fishbowlsolutions.com
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